Introduction {#section1-1533033820920624}
============

Treatment planning for breast radiotherapy requires contouring of several organs at risk (OARs) in order to optimize the dose distribution and prevent potential treatment-related complications. Manual organ contouring is a complex and time-consuming task. Several automatic segmentation (AS) programs have been developed and used to reduce contouring time and improve inter- and intraobserver reproducibility.^[@bibr1-1533033820920624][@bibr2-1533033820920624][@bibr3-1533033820920624][@bibr4-1533033820920624][@bibr5-1533033820920624]-[@bibr6-1533033820920624]^ Atlas-based AS software can adopt different strategies. The approach adopted by the one used in this study allows the selection of only one representative subject from the atlas library. This approach is different from a multiple subject approach, which is generally considered more performing.

In a previous study, the Smart Segmentation knowledge-based contouring tool (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, California) showed that AS was useful for contouring the clinical target volume (CTV).^[@bibr2-1533033820920624]^ For autosegmentation of the CTV to work well, breast volume was used to sample the atlas library. It was not clear, however, whether organs with dimensions unrelated to the breast volume---such as the heart---could be automatically contoured to satisfaction without introducing other anatomic parameters to the atlas algorithm. Ideally, AS should be able to contour both the breast CTV and the heart and give results for the similarity index of the heart of \>0.9.

The purpose of this study was to test the hypothesis that using body mass index (BMI) and breast cup size (BCS) could improve the performance of AS of OARs for breast radiotherapy in prone position. We were particularly interested in AS results for the heart and the main coronary vessels.

Material and Methods {#section2-1533033820920624}
====================

Thirty-six subjects (18 left breast and 18 right breast) were selected from our institution database to constitute an atlas for contouring of CTV and OARs for breast radiotherapy, including the heart, the left anterior descending artery (LADA), and the right coronary artery (RCA), see [Table 1](#table1-1533033820920624){ref-type="table"}. For validation, manual (M) and AS contours of OAR and breast CTV were created for 27 additional "nonatlas" subjects, [Table 1](#table1-1533033820920624){ref-type="table"}. Two different criteria were tested for selecting the subject from the atlas to be used for AS. Together with laterality (left/right), one criteria (AS1_AS) sampled for breast volume, while the other (AS2_AS) sampled for BMI and BCS. The same group of 40 patients (13 atlas cases and 27 test cases) that has been previously described,^[@bibr2-1533033820920624]^ extended with additional patients for the atlas, was used in this study. All patients gave written informed consent and were representative of a population of different breast shapes and sizes. Breast volume sampled for 3 volume sizes, (\<600 cm^3^, 600-1100 cm^3^, and \>1100 cm^3^).^[@bibr2-1533033820920624]^ Published data correlating BMI with heart volume^[@bibr7-1533033820920624]^ for a group of female patients receiving radiotherapy was used to sample BMI into 3 levels (\<24 kg/m^2^, 24 to 28 kg/m^2^, and \>28 kg/m^2^). For a complete atlas library, stratifying patients according to BCS A to F, and 3 distinct BMI levels, 36 atlas patients were needed, that is, 2 sets of 18 atlas cases (for laterality).

###### 

Number of Subject Used for Atlas Sampling and Number of Test Patients.
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                                Atlas for AS1_AS and AS2_AS   Test Patients
  ----------------------------- ----------------------------- ---------------
  No. of subjects: left side    18                            11
  No. of subjects: right side   18                            16

Abbreviations: AS1_AS, automatic segmentation sampling by breast volume; AS2_AS, automatic segmentation sampling by body mass index and breast cup size.

In order to validate the segmentation tool, the selection criteria, and the atlas library, the 27 test subjects were contoured manually by the senior radiation oncologist (RO_A, M_A contours) and automatically contoured with the 2 different subject selection criteria (AS1 and AS2 structures). After that, AS contours were edited by the senior radiation oncologist RO_A (producing AS1_EA and AS2_EA contours). A second radiation oncologist (RO_B) independently manually contoured (M_B) the CTV and heart to evaluate interobserver variability. RO_B edited only AS2 CTV and heart contours (AS2_EB).

The CTV and OARs of the atlas library were manually segmented on noncontrast computed tomography (CT) axial slices of 3-mm thickness.^[@bibr2-1533033820920624]^ The contouring of the heart and coronary arteries was reviewed and validated by an experienced cardiovascular radiologist. The contouring of the heart, the LADA---for left-sided breast treatments---and the RCA---for right-sided breast treatments---was performed according to the recommendations of Feng *et al.* ^[@bibr8-1533033820920624]^ In particular, the delineation of the heart included the heart muscles, chambers, and the outermost fibrous layer of the pericardium. The coronary arteries crossing the epicardial fat were included in the heart contour. A 1-cm margin was added around the LADA and RCA, manually drawn or automatically segmented (LADA + 1 cm and RCA + 1 cm) as described by Kirby *et al*.^[@bibr9-1533033820920624]^ As in clinical practice, lung contouring was done automatically with the Eclipse version 11 treatment planning system, with manual correction of the trachea and bronchus.

Manually segmented organs, contoured by the same senior radiation oncologist (M_A), were compared to structures obtained via AS, with and without editing, in order to evaluate the reliability of the atlas-based AS algorithm and the criteria of atlas cases selection being tested. The similarity indexes between the reference manual structures M_A and the independently drawn structures of the second radiation oncologist M_B, as well as AS1, AS2, AS2_EA, and AS2_EB, were calculated and analyzed. The center of mass shifts and percentage volume differences were also reported.

For the CTV, as well as for each OAR, the similarity indexes (DICE = 2(V~A~∩V~B~)/(V~A~+V~B~), that measures the spatial overlap between two volumes, A structure (reference) and B structure, sensibility = V~A~∩V~B~/V~A~ and inclusiveness = V~A~∩V~B~/V~B~ indexes, percentage of volume difference, and absolute center of mass shifts) were calculated using VODCA (MSS GmbH, Hagendorn, Switzerland) software.^[@bibr2-1533033820920624]^ [Figure 1](#fig1-1533033820920624){ref-type="fig"} shows the general study workflow for comparing AS1_AS and AS2_AS.

![Study workflow.](10.1177_1533033820920624-fig1){#fig1-1533033820920624}

3-D treatment plans using conformal tangential fields were generated on CTV manually contoured by RO_A. Dose--volume parameters were calculated for automatically segmented OARs with and without editing (AS1, AS2, AS1_EA, AS2_EA; [Figure 1](#fig1-1533033820920624){ref-type="fig"}). Treatment plans were prepared using Eclipse and calculated using the *Analytical Anisotropic Algorithm.* ^[@bibr10-1533033820920624]^ The planning target volume (PTV) was obtained by expanding the CTV with a 5-mm margin, while cropping 5 mm inside the breast skin surface. To avoid interfering with the AS process being investigated, the dose to the heart was not optimized (compared to our actual clinical practice where the multileaf collimator is used to shield the heart). Dose prescription to the PTV (50 Gy in 25 fractions) required at least 95% of the PTV to receive 95% of the prescribed dose, with no more than 2% of the PTV exceeding 107% of the prescribed dose. Dose--volume histograms were used to get dose--volume information such as the mean dose and the dose to 2%, 5%, and 10% of the organ (D~2%~, D~5%~, and D~10%~, respectively) for all OARs and segmentation type. Finally, we measured contouring times to determine whether AS plus manual editing was faster than manual contouring alone. The *Wilcoxon signed rank test* was used to evaluate the similarity indexes, dosimetric parameters, and contouring times for the different contouring methods and OARs.

Results {#section3-1533033820920624}
=======

A selection of atlas subjects based on BMI and BCS gave the best AS results for the heart and coronary arteries. [Figure 2](#fig2-1533033820920624){ref-type="fig"} presents 3 patients with left-sided breast targets, where the heart and the LADA, in addition to being manually contoured (M_A), were automatically segmented either by selecting atlas samples stratified by breast volume only (AS1 structures) or by selecting atlas samples stratified by BMI and BCS (AS2 structures). Manual segmentation by RO_A, that is, M_A, was the reference for comparison of both AS algorithms.

![Heart and left anterior descending artery (LADA) contours segmented on computed tomography images for 3 different patients (left to right) A, B, and C. The heart (dark blue) and LADA (cyan) contours after automatic segmentation 1 (AS1) are shown for the three patients, in A1, B1 and C1 figures (top row) and after automatic segmentation 2 (AS2) in A2, B2 and C2 figures (bottom row). Manually segmented organs are also shown for the 3 patients (pink for the heart and red for the LADA).](10.1177_1533033820920624-fig2){#fig2-1533033820920624}

The mean DICE and sensibility values for the heart increased from 0.89 and 0.88 for AS1 structures to 0.91 and 0.92 for AS2 structures, respectively (*P* \< .05) and an optimal inclusiveness index of 0.91. Unlike for the heart, similarity index mean values were low for the LADA and the RCA (ie, 0.1-0.2), regardless of the AS atlas that was used. However, when the LADA and the RCA were expanded by 1 cm, the similarity index improved for both AS algorithms, approaching values of 0.5 for the RCA + 1 cm and 0.7 for the LADA + 1 cm. For the LADA, the improvement in the similarity index was more marked when using AS2_AS compared to AS1_AS. For example, the minimum DICE of LADA + 1 cm after AS1_AS increased compared to AS2_AS from 0.25 to 0.55. A significant improvement in the similarity indexes mean value using AS2_AS, compared to AS1_AS, was not observed after editing the AS2 LADA and RCA and adding 1-cm margin expansion to the contours. Similarity index values after editing by RO_A increased from 0.5 and 0.7 to ≥0.8. Concerning center of mass shifts, the largest difference was in the LADA's lateral coordinate and in the RCA's cranial--caudal one, with shifts remaining after editing by RO_A.

The time taken for complete AS of the breast CTV and the OARs was 2.1 (±1.3) and 1.5 (±1.5) minutes (mean ± standard deviation \[SD\]) for AS1_AS and AS2_AS, respectively. [Figure 3](#fig3-1533033820920624){ref-type="fig"} shows the average times required for contouring and for AS with editing/reviewing by RO_A. The segmentation/review/editing of all structures contoured with AS2_AS was faster than the segmentation/review/editing with AS1_AS. A mean (±SD) time gain of 8.5 (±3.3) minutes and 11.4 (±2.4) minutes was observed for contouring the CTV and the OARs with AS1_AS and AS2_AS, respectively, compared with manual contouring (*P* \< .01).

![Contouring times of manual versus automatic segmentation with editing.](10.1177_1533033820920624-fig3){#fig3-1533033820920624}

For specific dose parameters (eg, D~2%~), the difference in dose between AS1_EA (or AS2_EA) structures and manually contoured structures (M_A) was calculated and the value was averaged over all patients. Averaged over all patients, the difference was less than 1.5% of the prescribed dose for any organ and dose parameter analyzed. No significant difference in dose was observed between AS1_EA contours and AS2_EA contour. Nevertheless, editing AS2 structures was faster than editing AS1 contours, implying that structure quality was superior, as described by the similarity indexes.

Dose--volume parameters for the heart, the LADA, and the RCA for AS2 and AS2_EA structures are plotted against values obtained for the corresponding M_A structures in [Figure 4](#fig4-1533033820920624){ref-type="fig"}. The plots show good agreement between AS2 and M_A contours regarding dose to the heart. Furthermore, no differences were observed between mean values of the dose parameters analyzed comparing AS2 and AS2_EA. For right-sided treatments, unedited AS2 heart structures could reliably be used for planning 3D conformal tangential fields. For left-sided treatments, however, the heart D~2%~ was different for AS2 compared to M_A with a mean (±SD) dose difference of 3.2% (±7.3%). Editing the AS2 heart structures for left-sided treatments resulted in a heart D~2%~ similar to that calculated from manual contours with a mean (±SD) dose difference of −0.5% (±0.8%; *P* = .02).

![Dose--volume parameters for the heart, the left anterior descending artery (LADA), the LADA + 1 cm, the right coronary artery (RCA), and the RCA + 1 cm after automatic segmentation (AS2) and after editing by RO_A, AS2_EA, plotted against the same values obtained for manually contoured structures, M_A.](10.1177_1533033820920624-fig4){#fig4-1533033820920624}

For the LADA and the RCA, dose--volume parameters after AS1 and AS2 were different from the reference contours. Even editing the autosegmented LADA and RCA contours after AS did not result in the same dose distribution parameters as for the reference contours.

Lung AS performed to satisfaction in terms of overlap and dose parameters, except for the segmentation of lung tissue adjacent to the diaphragm, where AS was less reliable. However, in the context of prone treatment position, this limitation contributed weakly to the variation in the estimated mean dose to the lungs.

Contralateral, nontarget, breast contouring was not optimal after either AS1_AS or AS2_AS with similarity indexes as low as 0.84 compared to edited structures, AS1_EA and AS2_EA, with similarity indexes ≥0.87. There was no marked difference between AS1_EA and AS2_EA structures.

Concerning interobserver variability for the CTV, there is little difference between automatic, AS2, and M_B. For the heart, there is more variability in the results with manual M_B contours comparing better to M_A structures with respect to AS2 (see [Table 2](#table2-1533033820920624){ref-type="table"}). Editing automatically segmented structures, CTV and heart, improved similarity indexes and other parameters, but editing manual structures (M_B\_EA) could have superior result for some indexes. AS2_EA heart structures ≥0.93 and equal to 0.95 for M_B\_EA. Concerning the center of mass, the differences in mean values were in the order of 1 mm.

###### 

CTV and Heart Similarity Indexes Comparing the 2 Radiation Oncologist Contours: The Senior Radiation Oncologist (RO_A), With Its Reference Contours (M_A), Versus the Second Radiation Oncologist (RO_B), Whose Manual Contours Are Tagged as M_B.

![](10.1177_1533033820920624-table2)

  Groups                   1             2             1 vs 2   3             4             3 vs 4
  ------------------------ ------------- ------------- -------- ------------- ------------- --------
  CTV                                                                                       
   DICE                    0.93 (0.03)   0.91 (0.02)   .933     0.96 (0.02)   0.95 (0.01)   .002
   Sensibility             0.95 (0.04)   0.92 (0.04)   .614     0.96 (0.03)   0.96 (0.02)   .073
   Inclusiveness           0.92 (0.05)   0.91 (0.04)   .572     0.95 (0.03)   0.95 (0.02)   .103
   Center of mass shifts                                                                    
    X = R-L (mm)           3.5 (4.6)     4.2 (3.5)     .706     2.6 (3.4)     2.0 (1.8)     .239
    Y = A-P (mm)           3.7 (3.3)     3.2 (2.2)     .141     2.3 (2.7)     1.9 (1.5)     .501
    Z = C-C (mm)           8.9 (6.5)     7.3 (5.0)     .511     4.7 (4.1)     5.5 (5.1)     .017
   Volume difference (%)   2.0 (8.6)     −3.6 (6.1)    .011     0.9 (4.4)     −1.7 (3.5)    .349
  Heart                                                                                     
   DICE                    0.93 (0.03)   0.91 (0.02)   .002     0.95 (0.01)   0.94 (0.01)   .001
   Sensibility             0.94 (0.03)   0.92 (0.04)   .553     0.95 (0.01)   0.96 (0.02)   .866
   Inclusiveness           0.92 (0.04)   0.91 (0.04)   .001     0.95 (0.02)   0.93 (0.02)   .001
   Center of mass shifts                                                                    
    X = R-L (mm)           0.5 (0.4)     1.7 (1.5)     .782     0.7 (0.6)     0.7 (0.6)     .034
    Y = A-P (mm)           1.6 (1.3)     1.9 (1.9)     .004     1.1 (1.0)     1.1 (0.7)     .181
    Z = C-C (mm)           2.3 (2.3)     3.3 (2.7)     .030     1.0 (1.4)     2.3 (1.8)     .014
   Volume difference (%)   2.4 (6.5)     3.4 (7.0)     .407     0.2 (2.8)     −1.1 (4.3)    .656

Abbreviations: A-P, anterior--posterior; AS2, automatically segmented structures obtained when sampling by body mass index and breast cup size; AS2_EA, automatically segmented structures obtained when sampling by body mass index and breast cup size and edited by RO_A; C-C, cranial--caudal; CTV, clinical target volume; M_A, manual structures contoured by RO_A; M_B, manual structures contoured by RO_B; M_B\_EA, manual structures contoured by RO_B and edited by RO_A; R-L, right--left; RO_A, senior radiation oncologist; RO_B, second radiation oncologist; SD, standard deviation.

Discussion {#section4-1533033820920624}
==========

To optimally plan breast cancer treatments with radiotherapy, it is important to reliably contour the CTV and OARs, especially the heart, the LADA, and potentially also the RCA. In this study, including BMI and BCS in the AS atlas library resulted in a better sampling method for more reliable contouring of the heart and coronary vessels---much better than by sampling patients stratified by breast volume alone, as is usually performed for AS of the breast CTV. The CTV continued to be correctly segmented when using BMI and BCS to sample the atlas (see [Table 2](#table2-1533033820920624){ref-type="table"}), in comparison to our previous data.^[@bibr2-1533033820920624]^

Automatic segmentation of the heart in prone position may be as reliable as data reported in the literature for patients treated in supine position.^[@bibr11-1533033820920624]^ Indeed, in the present study, after heart editing (AS2), mean DICE (SD) values improved from 0.91 (0.02) to 0.94 (0.01), which compares favorably with data from Lorenzen *et al* ^[@bibr12-1533033820920624]^ and Kaderka *et al*.^[@bibr13-1533033820920624]^ Lorenzen *et al*. reported a mean (range) interobserver DICE value of 0.93 (0.91-0.95), the same DICE value we obtained using data from the second radiation oncologist ([Table 2](#table2-1533033820920624){ref-type="table"}), while Kaderka *et al* reported a mean (SD) DICE of 0.93 (0.02). Automatically segmented/edited CTV and heart structures compared well with manually segmented structures of the second radiation oncologist, with similarity indexes ≥0.95 for CTV and ≥0.93 for the heart. In another study, Lorenzen *et al* tested an atlas-based AS algorithm for heart contouring on the same group of patients and analyzed the result in terms of dose and clinical significance.^[@bibr3-1533033820920624]^ To obtain good results, they needed 8 to 9 atlas cases to reach an acceptable mean dose compared to manual contouring, but the heart AS time was approximately 30 minutes. Their mean heart dose difference between "unedited" automatic and manual segmentation was 0.1%, which is similar to our prone AS2 (ie, 0.1%), notwithstanding the anatomical differences of the heart in relation to the anterior chest wall when lying in either prone or supine position.

For left-sided breast cancers, unlike right-sided ones, the heart, in contact with the chest wall and exposed to high doses, needed further editing, considering that the heart D~2%~ differed significantly for manual contours (M_A) and AS2-based contours.

Concerning the mean difference in dose of the order of 1.5% for the OARs, it is difficult to evaluate its clinical impact. Nevertheless, for the heart, it could translate into an increased/decreased risk of ischemic heart disease.^[@bibr14-1533033820920624]^ For a dose prescription of 50 Gy, it would correspond to a dose of 0.75 Gy and a predicted percent increase/decrease in rate of a major coronary event of 5.5% according to Darby *et al*.^[@bibr14-1533033820920624]^ To reduce the risk of coronary events, supine treatments in breath-hold (BH) are often preferred to prone for left breast treatments.^[@bibr15-1533033820920624]^ Nevertheless, Mulliez *et al* ^[@bibr16-1533033820920624],[@bibr17-1533033820920624]^ have shown that prone treatment in deep inspiration BH can be superior to supine. Therefore, atlas-based segmentation for prone, and prone BH position, should also be investigated and contouring guidelines developed for prone breast radiotherapy as this technique has the potential to reduce cardiac risks.

The LADA and the RCA contours drawn with either AS1 or AS2 overlapped poorly with the manually drawn structures, though with some improvement after editing. The poor spatial overlap was partly due to the LADA and the RCA anatomical characteristics, that is, small volume, slender, and twisted, with motion artifacts, and challenging to identify on CT images. We observed that the RCA was even more difficult to contour than the LADA (lower conformity index), as also reported by Feng *et al*, when analyzing supine BH images from breast treatments.^[@bibr8-1533033820920624]^ The LADA contouring has always been challenging, even among experienced observers,^[@bibr12-1533033820920624]^ and the use of dynamic CT imaging may not improve the LADA's identification.^[@bibr18-1533033820920624]^

Contouring of the contralateral, non-target breast, with the prone technique presented in this report, was not optimal after either AS1 or AS2. Editing, however, improved DICE values to 0.9 and above in both cases. So far, the prone breast irradiation technique has focused mostly on improving the target breast repositioning reliability and has been less concerned with the repositioning reproducibility of the contralateral nontarget breast, often randomly compressed against the treatment board. This is not a major constraint when 3-D conformal treatment techniques with tangential fields are used, but it may present a problem if volumetric modulated arc techniques are used to treat patients lying in prone position. In this case, the contralateral breast may receive a fraction of low to intermediate dose that has to be accounted for if the contralateral breast has already been irradiated or to allow for an eventual future radiotherapy.

Editing after AS in order to contour the CTV and OARs in patients treated in prone position was 30% to 40% faster than manual contouring (time reduction to \<15 minutes). This achievement has been possible as a result of enlarging the library with additional atlas cases. Sampling patients according to BCS A to F, and 3 distinct BMI levels, resulted in 2 sets of 18 atlas patients (right and left). This number may look large, but we have to underline that it includes almost all BCS. To optimize AS results, it may be of primary importance to feed the algorithm with the right parameters that optimally define the atlas. Furthermore, a multiatlas approach containing multiple images available for coregistration with the test image may further help to obtain the best segmentation result for each organ.^[@bibr19-1533033820920624]^ Whichever the best choice of AS tool, it is clear that in the era of "big data," AS will become an important element in data analysis because it will help contour in a systematic way thousands of images to better estimate radiation doses. Kaderka *et al* ^[@bibr13-1533033820920624]^ have stressed this point in their study on geometric and dosimetric evaluation of atlas-based autosegmentation of cardiac structures in patients with breast cancer. Our data on the possible use of unedited AS heart structures, to evaluate mean heart doses, and the results from the study of Kaderka *et al* ^[@bibr13-1533033820920624]^ should encourage further research in this direction.

There are several limitations to this retrospective study. Among these, the most significant may be that the dosimetric analysis is only valid for 3-D tangential conformal planning. We also did not evaluate any possible improvement in interobserver variability when using AS. This should be assessed in a future study with multiple observers.

Conclusions {#section5-1533033820920624}
===========

Selecting samples stratified by BMI and BCS helped to improve an AS atlas in order to optimally define the heart, the LADA, and the RCA when planning breast radiotherapy in prone position. A significant contouring time reduction was observed between AS and manual segmentation. In the future, contouring guidelines should be developed for prone breast radiotherapy to help construct atlas libraries to share for research and clinical purposes.
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